SALSA BAND
Sunday, November 26, 2023
5 p.m., Paul Davenport Theatre
Denis Jiron, director
Allahyar Vazirov, graduate teaching assistant

Program to be announced from the stage

PERSONNEL

Natalia Jordan-Rozwadowski - Voice
Emanuella Stratas - Voice
Sam Hansell - Voice
Ignacio Corral - Voice
Toshi Kawabe - Trumpet
Paul Cross - Trumpet
Andrew Brooks - Trombone
Ricky Chee - Tenor Sax
David Levy - Baritone Sax
Jada Viggers - Flute
Jose Grande-Rodriguez - Piano
Oskar Martinez - Bass
Natassia Stelatos - Bass (Western Alum)
Meagan Foster - Percussion
Ryan Breen - Percussion
Matthew Cinquina - Percussion
Manuel Thomas - Percussion

Music changes lives. So do our donors.
Charitable gifts from music lovers, like you, provide critical support for the Don Wright Faculty of Music’s performances and educational programming. To help us to continue to enrich our community through the power of music, please make a donation online or call 519-661-2111 ext. 85695